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Vision Statement
Since the advent of smart-contract capable blockchains in 2014, we have observed
incredible innovation in the form of decentralized applications (DApps) capable of
replicating and expanding legacy systems and providing new ways to interact with
financial assets.
These novel applications form part of a rapidly growing decentralized finance (DeFi)
space that sees a rapid uptake among experienced users. The problem is that they are
not yet accessible to the masses. Until now, there has been no simple on-ramp to the
DeFi ecosystem — again creating a service gap where only the fortunate few can
leverage these technologies.
Indeed, most current DeFi users already have the technical knowledge and conceptual
understanding necessary to navigate the DeFi landscape successfully. In contrast,
ordinary users with little to no experience are sidelined and may not be aware of the
available opportunities.
At Cashaa, our goal has always been to bank the unbanked and democratize access to
novel and potentially transformative financial technologies. In line with this, we are
looking to bridge the gap between traditional and decentralized finance with a suite of
products designed to be easily accessible to the consumer without specialized
knowledge or complicated tools.
This utility paper outlines our vision for the Cashaa Fi product lineup and
highlights how this translates to an immense opportunity for CAS holders and the
broader crypto-curious community.
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The Story So Far
Cashaa launched in 2017 with a singular vision — to aid the adoption of
blockchain-based financial products.
In line with this goal, we’ve been working at the frontier of crypto business banking,
helping businesses with significant exposure to cryptocurrencies access crucial banking
infrastructure and deliver powerful products to their users. In the last two years, we’ve
onboarded more than 250 crypto-native businesses — helping to power the
business banking features used by heavyweights like Nexo, Paxful, Kucoin, Coindcx,
and Bitbns.
To date, we have processed over $1 billion worth of transactions for our business
customers and have helped millions of people worldwide access crucial crypto services
through them. In this time, we observed changes in local regulations and carefully
designed our products to ensure we lead the industry in terms of regulatory compliance
while setting the foundations for a suite of financial products that both individuals and
businesses can use.
Our efforts in the FinTech space earned us a great deal of recognition, helping us pick
up numerous awards while enabling us to secure collaborative partnerships with other
pioneering fintech firms, including Paysafe, Acquiring.com, Polygon, Chainlink, etc.
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With the release of personal accounts in India, we are starting to deliver on our
longstanding goal of offering crypto-friendly banking services to the masses
(B2C) in 2021. This ensures that hundreds of millions of crypto-curious individuals in
India can join the crypto revolution in a compliant, safe and easy way without the fear of
losing their bank accounts.
Thanks to strong regional demands and market conditions, we have even opened up the
world’s first physical crypto-friendly branches in Jaipur and New Delhi, allowing us
to appeal to those that prefer a traditional banking experience.

Now, after months of research and development, we’re ready to lift
the lid on the next big expansion of the Cashaa ecosystem — Cashaa
Fi!
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The DeFi Opportunity
Cryptocurrencies have witnessed meteoric growth over the last decade, with the
total number of cryptocurrencies now numbering in their thousands, and the
number of holders worldwide estimated at ~300 million.
Until very recently, the utility and desirability of cryptocurrencies mostly stemmed
from their volatility and long-term bullish price action, which saw them gain
considerable interest among speculators. But now, with the emergence of
decentralized ﬁnance (DeFi), there has been a Cambrian explosion in innovation —
with new platforms emerging each day offering new utility for cryptocurrencies and
powering use-cases that are simply not possible with traditional ﬁnancial
infrastructure.

DeFi Growth and Opportunities
DeFi platforms including decentralized exchanges (DEXs), yield farms, open
lending protocols, decentralized insurance markets, liquidity aggregators, and more
are rapidly becoming the default use-case for many cryptocurrencies. Indeed, the
total value locked (TVL) across DeFi protocols has witnessed parabolic growth
since 2017, climbing from $48 million in January 2018 to $660 million in January
2020, before reaching a peak of almost $90 billion in May 2021.
The relative proportion of all cryptocurrencies managed by DeFi smart contracts
has also been on the rise across this period:

Percent of the total crypto market capitalization locked in DeFi
protocols
January 2018

0.01%

January 2019

0.26%

January 2020

0.36%

January 2021

2.18%

The trend is clear, DeFi is rapidly gaining popularity among cryptocurrency holders.
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Much of this growth has been fueled by the demand for passive earning opportunities,
with more users increasingly looking for safe, reliable ways to earn a yield on their
assets. It’s also catalyzed by increasingly novel uses for somewhat older technologies —
including non-fungible tokens (NFTs) — which have now become one of the most
attractive digital asset classes with back-to-back record-breaking NFT sales in 2021
alone.
Overall, NFT sales across all of the top ﬁve most popular NFT marketplaces have
skyrocketed in the last year, with NFT trading volume increasing by 2,100% between H1
2020 and H1 2021. And there are no signs of slowing down.

But there’s a problem — they’re not accessible.
Despite the proliferation and interest surrounding DeFi tools and protocols, they are still
largely restricted to highly experienced users with in-depth knowledge of decentralized
applications, web3 wallets, smart contracts, and other technicalities — the average user
is typically left out.
Likewise, those with little to no understanding of cryptocurrencies may be completely
unaware of the beneﬁts and utility of DeFi applications. This knowledge gap means they
are lagging behind the curve when it comes to maximizing the potential of their assets
and gaining early access to the next generation of ﬁnancial infrastructure.
As a pioneer in weaving decentralized ﬁnancial products with traditional banking
infrastructure, and occupying a unique place at the junction between these two ﬁnancial
spheres, Cashaa is in an excellent position to bring DeFi to the masses.
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Our Solution
As a FinTech company that sits at the boundary between traditional and
decentralized financial technologies, our goal has always been to produce
products that bridge the gap to make cryptocurrencies as accessible as regular
currencies.
But this objective has always been just the starting point for Cashaa. The
eventual goal is to provide a regulatory compliant one-stop solution to the
broader cryptocurrency ecosystem. This will allow users to leverage
cryptocurrencies and decentralized technologies without unnecessary hurdles
and obstacles.
The next step in this vision is a first-of-its-kind financial product suite that
leverages the technological strides made by the cryptocurrency industry. The
products highlighted below represent our first step toward building a
feature-complete DeFi ecosystem — all of which Cashaa will be expeditiously
build around the CAS token.
Expanding the Cashaa vision, Cashaa Fi looks to democratize access to
next-generation financial infrastructure through an intuitive one-stop interface —
the Cashaa wallet app. We will do this by leveraging our well-established
network of over 250 business customers to deliver these products to potentially
millions of users.
To ensure that we are releasing products with the right market fit, we have
partnered with multiple protocols to build a unique DeFi ecosystem that will be
heavily in demand among decentralized
A major
Ethereum protocols and marketplaces.
Polygon
component of the Cashaa Fi product suite is being built on Polygon — providing
Transaction
High the high transaction costs.
Negligible
the
security offees
Ethereum without
Scalability

Low

High

DeFi ecosystem

Well-developed

Well-developed

Confirmation time

Up to 5 minutes

Instant

Interoperability

Low

High
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Cashaa Account
●
●
●
●

Crypto friendly bank account/IBAN
Multi-currency crypto wallet
Debit cards
Multi currency crypto conversion

Products added under the Cashaa Fi solution:
Cashaa Earn

1

1.
2.
3.

Fixed interest on crypto
Fixed interest on ﬁat
Liquidity pools and high-yield staking

Cashaa Lend

2

1.
2.

Fiat loans against crypto
Interest-free consumer loans

Cashaa Pay API + NFT Vault

3

1.
2.
3.

Buy NFTs with multiple ﬁat from wallet balance
Buy NFT with CAS on Cashaa Pay linked Marketplaces
Secure NFT storage

Cashaa Bridge

4

1.
2.
3.

Lower fees
Multiple chains
Maximum utility

CAS Staking

5

1.
2.

High APY
Flexible terms
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Cashaa Accounts
As part of Cashaa’s vision to empower individuals to take control of their ﬁnances and
access the latest in DeFi technologies, we will be rolling out personal accounts across
the globe — starting with India.
These personal accounts will act as the gateway to the Cashaa Fi product ecosystem,
closing the gap between traditional and decentralized ﬁnance through a single
easy-to-use entry point.
In India, these accounts will be provided through Unicas — a joint venture between
United and Cashaa — ensuring even those with little to no experience with
cryptocurrencies are able to leverage their unique capabilities, while still beneﬁting from
all the features you would expect from a traditional bank account.
Click here to learn more about the release in India.

We will also be rolling out personal accounts globally through
our partnerships with several licensed and regulated financial
institutions operating in these regions.
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Cashaa Earn
Passive income opportunities in the cryptosphere are plentiful but fraught with risks.
Successfully identifying and capitalizing on these opportunities requires an intimate
understanding of numerous tools and protocols, while minimizing risks is a skill that
comes with time and experience.
Cashaa, has always intended to bring the best of decentralized technologies to a broader
audience — not just those with the time or experience needed to safely navigate the
landscape themselves. With this goal in mind, Cashaa Earn will enable both personal
and business account users to easily earn interest on their deposits through a ﬁxed-yield
interest product.

●

Earn up to

14% annual interest on your deposits

Cashaa Earn will initially support a variety of popular cryptocurrencies, including BTC,
ETH, BNB, USDT with further assets set to be added periodically. All interest will be
claimable at any time and be delivered directly to the user’s Cashaa account.

1

Market-beating interest rates on crypto and fiat deposits

2

Zero risks. All fiat deposits are secured by over collateralized
assets

3

Daily interest, no lockup period

4

Boost rewards with CAS tokens
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Receive an up to

100% rewards boost*

But more than this, users will also be able to earn a ﬁxed interest rate on their ﬁat
deposits, including USD, EUR, GBP, and INR balances. As a result, Cashaa users will be
able to earn market-beating interest rates on both crypto and ﬁat deposits — helping
more users put their idle funds to work.
Membership tier (CAS portfolio requirement)
Silver
(<5% CAS)

Gold
(5%-10% CAS)

Diamond
(>10% CAS)

Earn on crypto
(APY)

up to 5% + 2%*

up to 5.5% + 3%*

up to 6% + 4%*

Earn on ﬁat (APY)

up to 5% + 2%*

up to 6% + 3%*

Up to 8% + 4%*

9% + 3%

10% + 4%*

Earn on stablecoins 8% + 2%*
(APY)

* If interest is paid in CAS.
* Earn rates may be revised based on market conditions and vary in each country.

Earn up to

12% APY on CAS deposits!

Tenure

6 Months

12 Months

CAS ﬁxed deposit interest

6%

12%
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Cashaa Lend
As cryptocurrencies continue to gain momentum, they are increasingly being used as a
means of payment and value transfer. Nonetheless, the vast majority of traditional
retailers do not accept cryptocurrency payments.
They also have incredible upside potential, with many popular cryptocurrencies
experiencing impressive returns over the long term. This leaves many cryptocurrency
holders faced with a dilemma when needing to source liquidity from their holdings:
should they exchange their assets for ﬁat and potentially miss out on any upside
growth? After all, there are few alternative solutions.

Tapping the $6.8 trillion global lending market.
Cashaa’s lending product resolves this issue by allowing users to temporarily extract
liquidity from their cryptocurrencies without forcing them to permanently exit their
position. By supplying cryptocurrency-collateralized ﬁat loans to users, Cashaa will allow
users to tap into the ﬁat value of their holdings in just a few clicks.
Built in collaboration with cryptocurrency leaders!

Cashaa pledges to offer highly competitive interest rates, ensuring users can feel
comfortable with taking out ﬁxed duration loans without missing out on any appreciation
their collateral accumulates over the loan term.

1

Competitive interest rates: Starting at 0% APR.

2

Instant approval: Receive your funds within minutes, no credit
check required.

3

Flexible terms: Close your loan early or refinance with no
penalties.

4

Crypto collateralized: Deposit your crypto, get an instant loan
paid in fiat or stablecoin — it’s that easy.
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Borrow at 0% APR (Consumer Loans)
Covid 19 has slowed the economy and worsened job opportunities, but dramatically
boosted the market for loans used for everyday consumer goods purchases.
At Cashaa, we are committed to supporting the global crypto economy, and have
designed a unique loan solution to help alleviate some of these challenges while
expanding the utility of the CAS token.

This is just one of the perks of being a CAS holder!
As such, we will be offering interest-free loans to CAS token holders while allowing them
to easily make consumer purchases — with no hidden fees, no tricks, and no
unreasonable requirements.
With this, users can take out loans to purchase products from over 2,000 partner
retailers — including Apple, Amazon, Flipkart, and more — with zero interest due.

Not only this, but if your favorite brand isn’t available, you can opt for a virtual
Mastercard/Visa card — allowing you to shop anywhere Mastercard/Visa is accepted.
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The process couldn’t be any simpler:
Step 1: Deposit collateral
Step 2: Select a retailer
Step 3: Choose the loan amount and duration as shown by the system
Step 4: Receive your pre-loaded consumer gift card/virtual debit card
Step 5: Complete your shopping
Step 6: Repay the loan within the agreed loan window
Each user’s loan limit is based on the amount of CAS tokens held.
Loyalty Level

Silver (<5% CAS)

Gold (5%-10% CAS)

Diamond (>10% CAS)

Interest-free
consumer loan limit

CAS Balance x 20

CAS Balance x 30

CAS Balance x 50

Example case: With a CAS balance of $100 and a Silver loyalty level, the user would be
eligible for an up to $2,000 interest-free loan. If the CAS balance falls during the loan
period, users will be charged a daily interest rate on the amount over the limit for the
number of days when the CAS balance was below the threshold value.

Regular Crypto-Backed Loans
For all other loans, secure up to

50% lower interest rates just by holding CAS

The LTV will be decided based on the crypto used as collateral and will change
depending on the market condition of the asset class.
Loyalty Level

Silver (<5% CAS)

Gold (5%-10% CAS)

Diamond (>10% CAS)

Daily interest on loans
(India)*

0.06%
(21.6% annually)

0.05%
(18% annually)

0.04%
(14.4% annually )

Daily interest on loans
(outside India)*

0.04%
(14.4% annually )

0.03%
(10.8% annually )

0.02%
(7.2% annually )

*Lending rates will vary by country.
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Cashaa Pay API + NFT Vault
The Cashaa Fi DeFi product release schedule will include the launch of a powerful ﬁat
on-ramp API, allowing NFT marketplaces, DeFi protocols, exchanges, and more to add
plug-and-play support for ﬁat purchases powered by Cashaa.
By integrating the Cashaa Fi ﬁat API (known as Cashaa Pay), these NFT marketplaces
will enable their users to make NFT purchases in a variety of ﬁat currencies, including
the US dollar (USD), British pound sterling (GBP), Euro (EUR), and Indian rupee (INR).
These funds will be instantly converted into cryptocurrency behind the scenes, allowing
vendors to receive payment in their cryptocurrency of choice.
With digital works of art, in-game collectibles, tokenized tickets, and numerous other
types of NFTs now rapidly growing in popularity and availability, Cashaa Fi is set to
deliver this emerging asset class to the billions of credit and debit card users worldwide.
We ﬁrmly believe that NFTs, like other emerging digital asset classes, have already
realized just a tiny fraction of their potential — both in terms of adoption and utility. But
to date, they are still challenging to store, view, and exchange, due to the wide variety of
NFT token standards and the particulars of interacting with decentralized networks.
Cashaa Fi addresses this challenge with an intuitive NFT vault built right into the Cashaa
app. With this, Cashaa personal account holders will be able to store, view, and manage
their NFTs from a single location without needing to understand the nitty-gritty of how
the technology works behind the scenes.
The Vault will allow Cashaa to bolt on additional functionality for NFT holders with time,
potentially including options like NFT trading, staking, and splitting — as per community
demand.
Empowering the next wave of NFT holders
Cashaa Pay API (Business)

NFT Vault (Users)

Plug and play integration with any NFT
marketplace

Automatically store NFT purchases

Support for multiple ﬁat currencies (inc
USD, GBP, EUR, INR, etc)

Collect and display NFTs

Seamless ﬁat to crypto conversion for
vendors

Beginner-friendly
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The Cashaa Bridge
The Cashaa Bridge is an easy-to-use cross-chain bridge that allows users to easily move
their CAS tokens between multiple blockchains.
With DeFi picking up momentum on more than a dozen smart contract-capable
blockchains, including Binance Smart Chain, Solana, Polygon, Fantom, Cardano, and
more, we want CAS holders to access the complete DeFi landscape beyond that created
or maintained by Cashaa.
The Cashaa Bridge will initially support Binance Smart Chain <-> Polygon transfers, but
will eventually be expanded to support other popular DeFi chains. In time, the CAS token
will be fully composable with major DeFi protocols across multiple blockchains, allowing
holders to extract a huge amount of utility from their assets.
With the Binance Smart Chain to Polygon bridge, CAS holders will be able to leverage
Polygon’s ultra-eﬃcient layer-2 blockchain to minimize transaction fees while transacting
with CAS and gain access to Polygon’s blossoming DeFi ecosystem — which now
includes decentralized exchanges, yield aggregators, prediction markets, and more.
With this, users of external networks will be able to quickly gain exposure to the CAS
token and the Cashaa DeFi product suite, helping to dramatically grow its user base and
accelerate demand for CAS.

Simple
Tried and tested
bridge technology
made accessible to
everyone

Fast
Bridged assets will
generally be
transferred in just
minutes (depending
on network load)

Powerful
Use the CAS token
throughout the
broader cross-chain
DeFi landscape —
the possibilities are
endless

Trustless
Cross-chain
transfers are
automatically
executed by an
audited smart
contract
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Cashaa Staking
The new staking facility will allow CAS holders to quickly and easily stake their tokens on
the Polygon mainnet to earn rewards — both in the form of CAS tokens as well as MATIC
tokens.
The staking product is designed such that the earliest participants will receive the
highest rewards (in terms of APY), with the reward gradually reducing over time as the
total value locked (TVL) in the staking contract increases.
By providing rewards in both CAS and MATIC tokens, the Cashaa staking application will
help the CAS community easily gain access to the Polygon DeFi landscape while
simultaneously ensuring users can continue to use Cashaa Fi DeFi tools such as the
Cashaa Bridge and decentralized lending facility.
With more than $100 billion worth of cryptocurrencies staked in total, cryptocurrency
staking has become an incredibly popular means to both grow the demand for a token
and boost its utility.
The Cashaa staking application will provide an intuitive introduction to the potential
yields DeFi products can offer over conventional interest-bearing products while helping
to reward and grow the CAS community as word spreads.

Staking will accomplish multiple things:

1

Drive-up demand for the CAS token on third-party exchanges

2

Reduce the circulating supply as an increasing proportion of
the total supply is locked in the staking contract

3

Provide an on-ramp to the Polygon DeFi landscape

4

Reward long-term CAS holders and encourage participation in
the Cashaa Fi ecosystem
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Powering Cashaa Fi
The CAS Token #CAS
The CAS token has always been a key component of the Cashaa ecosystem. But with
the addition of more services, users will ﬁnd a dramatic improvement in the utility of the
token — with holders set to beneﬁt from exclusive features, better rates, and access to
opportunities that other users miss.
The token sits at the very center of the Cashaa landscape and is a must-hold for anybody
looking to experience the very best that DeFi has to offer — all wrapped up under a single
token.

Trade on:
Decentralized Exchanges:
1.
Binance DEX (CAS/BNB)
2.
PancakeSwap (contract address:
0x780207b8c0fdc32cf60e957415bfa1f2d4d9718c)
Centralized Exchanges:
1.
Kucoin (CAS/USDT, CAS/BTC)
2.
MEXC (CAS/USDT)
3.
Bitbns (CAS/INR)
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CAS Utilities: The Gateway to DeFi
Cashaa Pay:
●
Access to crypto-friendly banking services
(12-month CAS staking period for Standard/Premium accounts)
●
Up to 25% discount on transaction fees
●
Increased cash deposit and withdrawal limits
●
Increased cashback
●
Buy and store NFTs from various market places
Cashaa Earn:
●
Up to 16% boost on crypto deposit interest
●
Up to 28.5% boost on ﬁat deposit interest
●
Up to 25% boost on stablecoin deposit interest
●
Up to 100% CAS reward boost.
Cashaa Lend
●
Borrow at 0% APR
●
Up to 50% interest rate discount for loans
Cashaa Staking
●
Generous staking yields
Cashaa Business:
●
CAS stake required for opening physical branches in India (25 Lakh INR)
●
CAS payment required to become a Direct Selling associate (DSA) (50,000 INR)
●
25% discount on onboarding fees.

Experience the full power of Cashaa Fi
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Roadmap
As of this document going live, the bulk of heavy lifting has already been completed and
many phase 1 Cashaa Fi products are in the development or testing stage. As with all
Cashaa products, you can expect a polished experience built with usability in mind.

We’re just getting warmed up!
August 2021
Cashaa local bank accounts
(India)

August 2021
August 2021 August 2021

Cashaa Earn (India)

Unicas Franchise distribution
to investors (India)

Cashaa Bridge

Cashaa Staking
(on Polygon)

September 2021
Cashaa Earn (Worldwide exc.
USA)

Cashaa NFT API (Business)

October 2021
Cashaa NFT Vault
Cashaa Exclusive NFTs

November 2021
December 2021
Cashaa Lend (India +
worldwide exc. USA)
Cashaa IBAN accounts (Europe)

Cashaa Cards

This roadmap is indicative of our future plans. The implementation of our initiatives may be subject to factors that are beyond our control; in
such cases, there may be changes or delays to the delivery timeline.
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Further Information
Links related to Cashaa and the CAS token are available below:

www.cashaa.com
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https://www.cashaa.community/

/yourCashaa

/cashaaLTD

/yourcashaa

/company/cashaaLTD

/cashaanews

/cashaaLTD
(unoﬃcial, community-managed group)
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